
Design, Fabrication and Testing

Design: 1) Base actuator without skin (A1); 2) Actuator with 
upward-pointing spikes (A321); (3) Actuator with downward-
pointing spikes (A322). 
Fabrication: CAD design of molds of base actuator and spiky skins 
→ 3D printing of the molds → create the base actuator tube →
reinforce the tube with fibers → coat the base actuator using the 
molds of the spiky skins → add connectors and seal the actuator

Testing: Hang the actuator in the bucket → prepare sand sample 
using pluviation and vibration → actuate the robot with a control 
board → record the burrowing process with a steel tube with 
markers → use computer vision algorithms to extract the 
burrowing curve (burrowing distance vs time)
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Background 
Long term goal:  develop a new class of robots which can propel 
themselves in soil. 
Envisioned applications: site investigation, precise agriculture, 
extraterrestrial exploration, search and rescue, environment 
monitoring, and surveillance. 
Current design: fiber-reinforced extension/contraction pneumatic 
actuator, upward burrowing

Short-term goal: study the effect of anisotropic friction on the 
burrowing performance of the robot.
Specific objectives

1. Design 3 different actuators with anisotropic friction features
2. 3D print molds for actuators from SolidWorks
3. Fabricate each actuator including base actuator
4. Test each actuator in sand and measure time needed to burrow out
5. Compare results and identify design with largest impact

Conclusions

• Spiky actuator was able to increase resistance in the 
upward direction when Dry Ottawa 20-30 sand was used.

• Little difference was seen from switching the orientation of
the spikes.

• The “break through” moment as seen in figure 4, takes a 
larger amount of cycles compared to base actuator

• To improve design, new actuators will be fabricated with 
differing spikes patterns
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Figure 3. Burrowing curves for base actuator (left) and the spiky actuators (right)
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Figure 1. Long term vision

Figure 2. Fabricated base and spiky actuators 

Figure 3. Burrowing test setup 

Figure 4. Evolution of the advancement and slip of each cycle for the spiky 
actuators

Planned work

• Improve the design of the skins by creating 1. helical spikes 
and 2. inclined rings


